abstract: this article presents a synchronic and diachronic investigation of the lexeme all in its intensifier and quotative functions. We delimit the new from the old functions of the lexeme and present a variationist account of all 's external and internal constraints in various syntactic environments. our analysis is based on a variety of data sets, which include traditional sociolinguistic interviews as well as data culled from internet searches and a new Google-based search tool. on the basis of these data sets, we show that intensifier all is not new but has expanded in syntactic environments. We further pinpoint the syntactic and semantic niches which all has appropriated for itself among California adolescents and compare its patterning with that of other intensifiers in our data and the data of other researchers. All's extension to quotative function, however, is new, apparently originating in California in the 1980s. our investigation of its development spans across data sets from 15 years. using variable rule analysis and other quantitative techniques, we examine the distribution of quotative all vis-à-vis its competitor variants (including be like, say, and go) and show that the constraints on quotative all have undergone a marked shift in recent years and that quotative all is in decline right now, after peaking in the 1990s.
the lexeme all in its intensifier and quotative functions (as in 1a and 1b, respectively) occurs commonly in media representations of adolescents' speech:
sequence in which an initial quote introduced with all was followed by a quoted response from another speaker, introduced with here: 4 11. S/he's all, [with hands on hips and falsetto voice] "Why don't you ever do what you're told!" i'm here, [feigned nonchalance] "la-de-da-de-da." [Alford 1982-83, 6] hence, in spoken conversational present-day english, the lexeme all-apart from its quantifier function (as in All the birds flew away), which can be traced back to ProtoGermanic-functions as an adverbial intensifier, which is essentially old, 5 and as a quotative, which has been attested since the 1980s. We will now present a synchronic, quantitative study of all in these two functions. for intensifier all, we follow buchstaller and traugott's (2006) call for a broad distributional analysis, taking into account structural and functional perspectives. We will provide frequency analyses of the cooccurrence of intensifier all with different syntactic heads (adjective, adverb, NP, and so on). We will then focus on the frequency of all relative to other intensifiers like very and really. We also offer comparative evidence on how adverbial all is distributed among various semantic adjective types.
for quotative all we considered five internal factor groups and three external ones, so for its analysis, we exploited the multivariate capabilities of VARbRul, a statistical program that allows multivariate analysis of many independent factors that hold simultaneously (see Paolillo 2002; Pintzuk 1988; Rand and Sankoff 1990; Robinson, lawrence, and tagliamonte 2001; tagliamonte 2006) . the relative scarcity of quotative all in our most recent (2005) database compared to data collected in 1990 and 199 raises the question of whether the variant has decreased in frequency. in order to test this hypothesis, we devised a two-pronged method that allows us to trace the trajectory of quotative all in recent diachrony. on the basis of this evidence, we conclude that the constraints on quotative all have undergone a marked shift and that quotative all is in decline right now, after peaking in the 1990s. 6 the data our analysis is based on four sets of data:
the stanford tape-recorded corpus (StRC). this corpus, part of Stanford university's Changing all Project, includes sociolinguistic interviews with six Stanford university undergraduates, six students from Gunn high School in Palo Alto, California, 7 and four people from San francisco and southern american speech 82.1 (2007) 6 California in 2005 (ages [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . this accountable corpus was the basis of our primary statistical analyses, allowing us to understand how all patterns quantitatively in relation to the variants it competes with. our tape-recorded corpus yielded 65 intensifiers, of which 3 were all, and 5 quotatives, including 23 tokens of all and 375 tokens of like.
the wimmer/fought tape-recorded corpus (WftRC). this corpus consists of tape recordings of native Californian adolescents and young adults made by Ann Wimmer for her Stanford university senior honors thesis in 1990 and by Carmen fought in 199. it comprises a total of eight speakers who produced 388 quotations, including 113 tokens of all. We will use this smaller earlier corpus as a comparative base for our larger 2005 corpus, primarily to see whether the constraint hierarchy has changed across time.
the multisource all corpus (mSAC). this all-only corpus, also part of Stanford university's Changing all Project, includes overheard examples, examples from Waksler's corpus, and tokens extracted from online chat sites and Web pages via Google, television series such as Buffy the Vampire Slayer, and California films such as Clueless and Fast Times at Ridgemont High. this corpus, with over 597 contemporary all intensifiers and 253 quotative all tokens, is a rich source of examples. it also allows us to make some quantitative comparisons with the tape-recorded corpora. but since it does not allow us to see the full envelope of variation-the intensives like really and very and quotatives like say, like, and think that each of the all tokens might alternate with-it lacks the accountability (labov 1972, 72) of the taperecorded corpora.
the google newsgroups corpus. in order to get a sense of the relative frequency of quotative all over the past two decades, we searched year by year a massive archive of internet newsgroup postings spanning 1981-2005 that Google makes available on its Web site (http://groups.google.com). When Google acquired its initial archive from Deja.com, it already contained over 500 million messages (hence many billions of words); and of course it is constantly growing. We say more later in this paper about how we searched this archive. 8 this source yielded 35 examples of quotative all.
Results: IntensIfIeR ALL in line with the concept of the sociolinguistic variable as "alternate ways of saying 'the same' thing" (labov 1972, 118) , the first step in our analysis was to define our variable and identify what all competes with. the extension of sociolinguistic inquiry "above and beyond" phonology (Sankoff 1980) led to a debate about which criterion-functional or semantic similarity-was most useful for the definition of the variable (lavandera 1978; Romaine 198; Cheshire 1987; macaulay 2002a; milroy and Gordon 2003) . in line with much current research on discourse variables, we have chosen to follow Dines's (1980) functionally oriented definition for discourse variables, which assumes that all variants have the "same function in discourse." for intensifier all, our variable therefore includes every option speakers have at their disposition to reinforce or boost the property denoted by the head they modify. We will now delimit our variable in order to find out where all can occur and where it cannot (the so-called "don't count contexts"; see blake 1997).
Semantically, degree modifiers can be differentiated with respect to the value on a scale which they assign to their heads. As table 1 demonstrates, degree modifiers can be boosters, where they amplify the property denoted by their head. 9 they can also moderate the property, or they can diminish it. As adverbial all is a booster, we only included the subset of degree modifiers which are associated with high degree-adverbs such as all, extremely, very, and totally. We did not include adverbial modifiers that moderate or diminish the property (consider also bäcklund 1973; Quirk et al. 1985) .
Also, Paradis (1997 Paradis ( , 2000 suggested that degree modifiers tend to pattern with one of two different types of heads, gradable properties, as exemplified in (12) , and nongradable ones, as in (13) As all patterns with both types of heads in our corpus (as in 1 and 15), and since the distinction is hard to make in practice, we included both categories in our variable. We also excluded another syntactic context from our analysis, namely plural subject NPs. this is because most clauses with plural subjects + all are ambiguous between floated quantifier and adverbial constructions. thus, (16) is ambiguous between a construction with a floated quantifier (a) and a reading where all functions as an intensifier (b). to avoid this ambiguity, we restricted our investigation to intensifiers with singular subjects. 16 . the players were all sexy.
a. 'All the players were sexy' [Quant-float: Adj all = 'every'; modifies the subject] b. 'the players were totally sexy' [Adv = 'completely'; modifies the adjectival head] 11 hence, our variable "intensification" includes all adverbial strategies speakers have at their disposition to boost or reinforce the property denoted by their heads. to reduce the number of potentially floated-quantifier constructions in our data pool, we consider only constructions with singular subject NPs. having delimited our variable in this way, we will now move on to the quantitative analysis of all in intensifying function.
As a first step, in order to see what all competes with, we investigate the full set of intensifying adverbs in the StRC. June 11, 200] the fact that adverbial all occurs less frequently with some heads than with others might have led some researchers to claim that the infrequently occurring types are new (Waksler 2001) or only colloquial (bäcklund 1973) . for example, all does not occur in our tape recordings with finite verbs or NPs. however, the absence of the variant in these syntactically defined contexts from our tape-recorded corpus does not necessarily mean that these heads are not available for all-intensification. in fact, the mSAC contains a number of examples of all in these environments stemming from Google searches and overheard examples (see 21 and 22 We are now going to concentrate on the intensification of adjectival heads. this is because adverbial all is most frequent in this syntactic position in both corpora (8% of the 597 tokens in our mSAC corpus are adjectives) and also because it allows us to build on interesting recent work on the intensification of adjectives by macaulay (2002b), ito and tagliamonte (2003) , and tagliamonte and Roberts (2005) .
As an intensifier modifying adjectives, all is in competition with 31 other variants. We should note that we did not count pretty (which made up about 18% of the degree adverbs) because we felt that in most cases it was not reinforcing but rather fixed the property denoted by its head somewhere on the middle of the scale. hence we take She was pretty nice with neutral intonation to mean 'somewhat nice' (hence, a moderator) rather than 'very nice' (a booster, see also bäcklund 1973). table 3 gives an overview of the most frequent intensifiers for adjectival heads in the 2005 StRC. the most frequent intensifiers in our tape-recorded corpus are really, so, and very. All has made inroads into the paradigm of intensifiers, showing up in fourth position in the system of our adolescent and young adult California speakers, before totally. together, these variants make up 90.6% of the system. this is quite an interesting finding given the results of tagliamonte and Roberts's american speech 82.1 (2007) 10 (2005) longitudinal study of the television series Friends (see 23). our findings generally agree with theirs, except that the rank orders of really and so are reversed, and all features in our listing, ranking fourth, just above totally. Roberts (2005, 286) :
intensifier frequency in tagliamonte and
We will now look more closely at the distribution of intensifiers with different types of adjectival heads. for this analysis, we will use a modified taxonomy first discussed in Dixon (1982) and usefully employed by ito and tagliamonte (2003) . Dixon proposes a number of semantic types of adjectives such as physical property (loud, empty), age (young, middle-aged), color (red, bluish), speed (fast, slow), human propensity (upset, excited), value (awesome, depressing), and dimension (tall, big), which we exemplify in (2)- (29) below. We found it useful to supplement this group with an eighth type, other, which included a range of adjectives such as different, mixed, standard, and random. the results of our cross-tabulation of the most frequent intensifiers by the semantic type of the adjectives they accompany are depicted in figure 1, which shows that intensifiers have varying ranges of application types. Really, the most frequent intensifier, has a wide distribution. it leads the field in most categories except "other" (see examples 2-29). So, the second most frequent option, occurs with all but one adjective type, dimension. on the other side of the spectrum, totally intensifies only three types of adjectives, namely human propensity, value, and other. All occupies the middle field. it is like very insofar as it occurs with four of the six adjective types or groups in figure 1. but the two variants occur with different adjectival categories. All is most favored (33-35% of the time) with adjectives denoting physical property and those denoting age, color, and speed. it occurs about half as often (17.6% of the time) with adjectives denoting human propensity, and at a low frequency (2.6%) with adjectives denoting value. therefore, while all has a more restricted distribution (examples 30-33) than the ubiquitous really (2-29), its distribution is as broad as that of very, the prototypical booster, which is slightly higher in frequency. in sum, intensifier all most frequently modifies present participles, PPs, and adjectives in the StRC. in the system of reinforcing intensifiers for adjectival heads of our young California speakers, all occurs in fourth place. it modifies a range of adjective types, as many as very does. but it has taken on an idiosyncratic distribution with these types-different from that of any other intensifier. let us move on to a definitely new function of all, namely quotative all. As a first step we will now examine the corpus collected by Ann Wimmer in 1990 and by Carmen fought in 199 in California (WftRC). these data will serve as a comparative base for our later corpus, recorded in Stanford in 2005 (StRC). using comparative methods, we will then examine whether and how much the quotative system of young Californian speakers has changed within the last decade.
the most important constraint in the WftRC is a social one that functions categorically: age. When Wimmer (1990) first looked at quotative all, she reported that "all of the high school students interviewed used it [all], but none of the college age speakers did. . . . No one in the study over the age of 19 was heard to use this variable at any time" (10) . in returning to the data sets collected by Wimmer and by fought to conduct a variable rule analysis, we therefore included only high school students (aged 1-18) in our statistical analysis. they produced 26 quotations.
All is the most frequent single variant in the quotative system of the California adolescents recorded in 1990 and 199, making up about 5.9% of the quotative system. 17 table shows that all leads the field by far, with quotative like amounting to 17.5% and unframed quotes and say making up another 15.9% and 10.6%, respectively.
We will now move on to our variable rule analysis in order to find out which social and linguistic constraints favor all over other quotatives. We included a total of seven factor groups in our VARbRul analysis: tense/ modality, Subject type, Quotative harmony, Speech/thought, Drama/Animation, Gender, and ethnicity. the output of the multivariate regression indicates the probability of occurrence of all versus all other quotatives as factor weights ranging from .01 to .99. factors above .5 favor the occurrence of all, values below .5 disfavor it, and values at or around .5 have little or no effect. it will become evident that, in several respects, all patterns quite differently from like or other quotatives. table 5 displays the groups that turned out to be significant. for the speakers recorded by Wimmer and fought in 1990 and 199, the primary constraint on quotative all is the factor tense/modality, which has a very strong effect (range .72). the present-tense forms strongly favor all (factor weight =.78), while the past-tense forms and even more so modals and quasi modals (factor weights .2 and .06, respectively) disfavor it (cf. also barbieri 2005, 239) .
the second strongest constraint is the factor Speech/thought. introducing a speaker's overt words slightly favors quotative all (factor weight Quotative harmony is the third important factor group (range .30). 18 this constraint is meant to capture a harmonic (or disharmonic) tendency when quotatives occur in sequence. Are quotatives inclined to persevere (harmonize), with the same quotative tending to be used throughout such sequences? or do they alternate (disharmonize), with one quotative tending to be followed by a different one? our factor group tests for three sequences: perseverance; alternation; no quotative (after stretches where no quotative occurred). for this factor we have set the previous context, or "minimal sequence" (Cameron 1998, 66) to five intonation units. 19 Previous nonoccurrence of quotation disfavors occurrence of all (factor weight .36). in contrast, perseverance favors the occurrence of all (factor weight .66), whereas alternation with another quotative essentially has no effect (factor weight .53). hence, in the 1990/199 data, all tends to cluster (see example 39).
39. and i was all "keep at it what are you gonna do, and i got witnesses right here, kick my ass" and he's all "you know what" he was just getting mad cause they he they wanted to beat me down you know. [latino male] to summarize, in 1990 and 199, all is the most frequent variant in the quotative pool of our adolescent California speakers but does not occur in the speech of recorded college-age speakers. the significant linguistic constraints on quotative all are the tense of the quotative, the nature of the quote (Speech/thought), where the occurrence of outwardly realized speech favored all, as well as the Quotative harmony factor group, where all was disfavored in contexts which did not contain any previous quotation.
in order to trace the constraints on quotative all across time, we will now comparatively investigate the patterning of the quotative systems in the 2005 StRC. We investigated all seven factor groups considered for the 1990/199 corpus, namely tense/modality, Subject type, Quotative harmony, Speech/thought, Drama/Animation, Gender, and ethnicity, but as table 6 shows, only two proved to be statistically significant. (We repeat the WftRC results for comparison.) Note first, from the input probabilities, that all is much less likely to occur overall in the 2005 corpus (.02) than in the 1990/199 corpus (.38). Also, the constraint ranking has changed significantly during the 10 years. in 1990 and 199, tense marking turned out to be the most important constraint, with present forms favoring all and other tenses disfavoring it (range .72). by 2005, however, tense did not turn out to be a significant constraint for the occurrence of all. the second most important constraint in 1990 and 199, Speech/thought representation, still held in 2005 and with a similar range. Speakers from our earlier, as well as our later, corpus mainly used all to introduce a speaker's overt words (as in 0) and preferred other quotative options for the introduction of reported thought and attitudes (as in 1). in fact, as table 7 shows for the 2005 StRC, all is quite different from like with respect to this constraint. it rather seems to pattern like the older quotatives say and go in being favored for the introduction of actual speech. this preference for speech is also evident, though not quite as dramatically, in the multisource all corpus (see bottom row of table 7). the final constraint, Quotative harmony, comes out significant in both corpora, however with different rankings and different directions of constraints. in 1990 and 199, the main disfavoring factor was situations in which no previous quote had occurred, whereas perseverance favored it most of all (factor weight .66). by 2005, this constraint has changed. Now, all is strongly dispreferred in perseverance contexts (factor weight .16), whereas alternation or no quotative favors its occurrence. to some extent, this is a 21 where quotative alternation helps (along with the alternation in personal pronouns and the agreeing forms of be) to demarcate speaker turn, highlighting the shift between one interlocutor and another. these turn shifts can be rapid in narratives of personal experience, and the alternation is typically between the first-person narrator (I ) and a third person (he, she). Given the far higher rate of quotative all in Wimmer's and fought's corpora collected over a decade earlier, its relative infrequency in the interviews we conducted with local high school and college students in 2005 was a surprise. two possible explanations for this discrepancy leap to mind: (1) our method of data collection in some way discouraged the use of quotative all, or (2) the use of quotative all has decreased in recent years. Since our data were collected in essentially the same way as Wimmer's, the latter seems like the more promising hypothesis. furthermore, while in 1990 and 199 all was not used by anyone older than the high school speakers, when we split up our 2005 corpus by age cohort, the opposite pattern obtains: 7.7% of our college speakers' and only 3.3% of the high school students' quotatives were all. We therefore hypothesize that after a brisk rise in the 1990s, the overall use of quotative all is in decline. to test the hypothesis that the frequency of all has indeed dwindled in recent years, we took advantage of the fact that Google makes available a large archive of internet newsgroups, going back to 1981. 22 We searched this archive for examples fitting the patterns in figure 3. these patterns were chosen because they preclude the possibility that all is modified by a relative clause of the form like She's all I've seen or I'm all that you need.
most of the resulting hits were newsgroup posts containing quotative all. After excluding hits that did not contain quotative all, as well as a few that were discussions of quotative all (using invented examples), and doubles, we were left with 35 examples, dating from 1992 to September of 2005, when the search was conducted. the raw numbers are misleading, however, since the size of the newsgroup archive changed considerably over this period. hence we needed to calibrate for size differences in the newsgroup archives for different years. Google does not make available the number of words of each year's archive, but searching for an assortment of very common words provides a consistent measure of the size of each year's archive in number of postings. the words we looked for were word, other, make, time, look, write, see, number, way, people, first , the, and is. We recorded the number of hits for each of these words in the newsgroup archive for each year from 1992 through 2005. finally we divided the number of quotative all examples per year by the respective "frequent word" hit total to get a normalized frequency of occurrence for all for each year. 23 We plotted the resulting fraction as a measure per 100,000 posts. figure is based on this measure and shows the rate of occurrence of quotative all in the Google newsgroup archive.
figure shows that the decline over the past five years is quite dramatic, providing direct support for the hypothesis that the use of quotative all has declined. Why does the peak of the newsgroup usage occur so late? one answer is that innovations in speech may take some time to find their way into written form. Another potential answer is changes in the use of newsgroups during the 1990s. in the early years, newsgroups were primarily the province of expert computer users, and much of their content consisted of information exchanges about computers, which might not invite quotation. (word, other, make, time, look, write, see, number, way, people, first, the, and is) 2005 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 later, newsgroups also became a forum for discussions of popular culture by a much wider group of users. 24 the quantitative evidence from figure can thus be taken as support for the qualitative comment of one 21-year-old former Gunn high school student, that he and his friends no longer use quotative all because it is passé.
Percentage
As table 8 shows, like has clearly established itself as the default form among the quotative introducers. And interestingly, of the 23 all tokens in our recent corpus, 15 were all like, as in: it is furthermore remarkable that the only eight tokens of quotative all by itself in our 2005 tape recordings come from college students. All of the high school students used all like. We decided to count these as tokens of quotative all, treating like as an approximative or second quotative. but these all like tokens may represent a reanalysis. the like element in these collocations may have been reinterpreted as the primary quotative, with the all in turn shifting from its new quotative to its older intensifier function, reinforcing like. investigating this collocation pattern across our recordings, we notice that there are no all like tokens whatsoever in Wimmer's (1990) corpus and that by the mid-1990s, in fought's corpus, one token of all like is found. the scale of the shift from all to all like is therefore quite dramatic: from 0% in 1990 to 0.8% in the 1990/199 recordings (1 out of 113 tokens) to 65% in 2005 (15 out of 23 all tokens). by our 2005 corpus, all like has become the primary sequence in which all is used as a quotative, and the only one used by the younger speakers. conclusIon in this article we have discussed the sociolinguistic reality of the lexeme all, which shows up in speech and popular media, especially in California. A diachronic analysis of its functions and structural properties has revealed that intensifier all is very old and that by present-day english it can occur with a broad range of heads (finite verbs, NPs, PPs, adjectives . . .). in quotative function, however, all is relatively new, first mentioned as being used by California adolescents in 1982. Applying variationist sociolinguistic methodology to the two variables all is participating in-intensification and quotation-we have been able to show that the variability among the competitor variants is american speech 82.1 (2007) 22 systematically constrained and can be described in detail. by 2005, intensifier all has wormed itself into fourth place in overall frequency-behind really, so, and very-and is favored by adjective types involving physical property or age, color, and speed.
With respect to quotation, we found that in 1990 and 199 all was the predominant variant among the younger high school students but was categorically constrained by age, being not used at all among the college-age speakers. Among the speakers who used all, it mainly introduced reported speech and occurred with present-tense verbs and in contexts of reported speech. however, by 2005, all had fallen back to below 10% among the quotative options, and the younger cohort used it even less than the college-age speakers. furthermore, all shows an important shift in constraints, both in terms of ranking and in terms of the direction of the constraints. hence, the quotative system of California adolescents and young adults has seen qualitative as well as quantitative changes over the past 15 years. the results we have presented here suggest a change, not in overall composition but in constraints and weighting. the quotative system is unstable and subject to change. the continued dominance of quotative like and the rise and fall of quotative all and (all) here in the quotative system represent a classic case of retraction (haspelmath 200), where newcomer variants are picked up to a certain extent by the community but then rejected in favor of a more dominant variant, in this case like. the curve of all therefore parallels the fate of go, which has been rising and falling since at least the 1980s (buchstaller 2006) . in the rapidity of its flux, all is like many kinds of slang, and the fact that it is a lexical item (as opposed to an incoming pronunciation or syntactic variant) perhaps adds to the speed with which it can be adopted (and discarded). At the same time, it is a grammatical item, entering into competition with a range of paradigmatic alternatives, which are shifted and reshifted in the process.
importantly, in this area of rampant variability, we find some striking examples of idiolectal variation-like bG in Wimmer's 1990 data set, who used all here repeatedly when none of his high school peers did. Nevertheless, it is the norm-enforcing character of the social group that comes through more clearly in our data-the fact that all has uniformly morphed into all like at the high school level.
finally, ito and tagliamonte (2003, 258; citing bolinger 1972, 18 ) have observed that intensifiers are "a picture of fevered invention and competition that would be hard to come by elsewhere, for in their nature they are unsettled." however, as buchstaller and traugott (2006) have pointed out, degree modifiers are not unique in this respect. for instance, there have been a number of recent newcomers to the system of quotative introducers: I'm sitting here + quote (Stein 1990) , and done that + quote (macaulay n.d.), in addition to go/like + quote. 25 the recurrent innovations lead to a steady reshifting of frequencies and constraints, with the result that the classic quotative say is rarely used by our young California speakers ( just 12% in our 2005 tape-recorded corpus), suffering much the same fate as the classic intensifier very ( just 9% in our 2005 tape-recorded corpus). other, newer quotatives, especially like and other intensifiers such as really, so, and totally, have taken over the functional load in this area of the grammar, and perhaps other alternatives are popping up as we write. notes the Stanford all Project was started by John R. Rickford in the spring of 200 as a collective enterprise combining the expertise of faculty and students from various subfields in the Department of linguistics at Stanford university. its principal personnel include, apart from the authors: elizabeth traugott (faculty), Zoe bogart, tracy Conner, and Rowyn mcDonald (undergraduates), and laura Whitton (graduate student). other faculty and students have also contributed, for example, by making field recordings (esp. Crissy brown, kristle mcCracken, francesca Smith, tim Schechmeister, and Ryan mecredi) or participating in project meetings and discussions (David beaver, Jason brenier, kathryn Campbell-kibler, eve Clark, bruno estigarribia, madeleine Amelia Priya Douglas, lauren hall-lew, mary Rose, ivan Sag, Rebecca Starr, and laura Staum, among others). kelly Drinkwater, a student at menlo high School, Atherton, helped with transcription and data analysis in summer 2005, and Penny eckert contributed some all tokens and helped with one of our VARbRul runs. We are grateful to all of these contributors, to Rachel Waksler (San francisco State univ.) for sharing her entire all corpus with us, to Carmen fought (Pitzer College) and Ann Wimmer (uC Davis) for allowing us access to recordings they made in 199 and 1989-90 with California teenagers who used quotative all, and to the two anonymous reviewers for American Speech. our research has benefited especially from Wimmer's (1990) f. i'm all here "mom, could you get out of bed?" [bG, in Wimmer 1990, 56] 5. A distinction has to be made here between type and token frequency. While all in intensifying function with a variety of heads has been attested since the earliest records of english, there are strong indications that it has actually increased in frequency in recent years. We are pursuing this hypothesis in further research. 6. this claim is based on a trend that we found in our data, which were collected in California. however, Google searches on the internet (see below) also corroborate this trend on a larger scale. 7. the cooperation of principal Noreen likins and the staff and students at Gunn high School, especially teacher tarn Wilson, is gratefully acknowledged. 8. Work is under way at Google to provide tools that will allow searching of the newsgroups archive in ways more useful for linguistic research. We were able to draw on this work (for which we are grateful to thorsten brants, David hall, and Google, inc.) to advance our understanding of the development of all, and 18. the term "quotative harmony" (on analogy with the well-established notion of "vowel harmony") was suggested by one of the anonymous reviewers. A harmonic effect of this sort is also known in the literature as a "birds of a feather effect," based on the colloquial saying "birds of a feather flock together." the term "birds of a feather" was first used by Scherre and Naro (1991, 1992) , who discuss a specific form of priming with respect to the presence versus absence of plural -s in brazilian Portuguese NPs and show that marking leads to more marking and no marking leads to lack of marking. Applied to the field of quotatives, Cameron (1998, 66) has shown for his Puerto Rican Spanish data that there is also a quotative harmony or "birds of a feather effect" in the sense that quotative frames that contain verbs of direct report trigger more marking with verbs of direct report. 19. obviously, the notion of previous context or minimal sequence is problematic.
other studies have defined it with respect to a certain number of turns or information units. for example, Scherre and Naro (1991, 2) operationalize the context to 10 clauses, while Cameron (1998) gives a context of only two preceding clauses. buchstaller (200) uses five intonation units, and we will operationalize this minimal sequence here. 20. buchstaller (200, 71) has shown that go has a stronger tendency to cluster than like (11% frequency for the sequence go-go-go versus 3% for the corresponding like sequence). 21. While it is difficult to determine the geographic background of every scriptwriter, songwriter, or cartoonist whose examples of all and other quotatives we have used, it is striking that several of them come from studios or groups located in California. 22. it is impossible to retrieve information about the geographic background or current location of the people who post to newsgroups. therefore, we can only speculate on the breadth of all use worldwide. the literature does, however, provide evidence of all use in locations outside of California, such as texas and Arizona (bayley and Santa Ana 200), New york City (Singler 2000) , as well as the united kingdom (buchstaller 200). 23. While we did not have any information on the exact number or words of the newsgroups, we believe that normalizing by number of posts might in fact lessen the danger that one or two heavy users of quotative all are skewing the results. furthermore, while the correlation between number of postings and number of words is likely to be quite consistent overall, we acknowledge that we cannot be certain. 2. it has been suggested that another reason for the plummeting frequencies of all in recent years is that use of newsgroups has declined among teenagers and young adults, given their preference for instant messaging and other alternatives. this is a possibility that we hope to investigate in future research through a systematic investigation of instant messages, blogs, and other forms of computer-mediated communication over the past five to ten years. pointed out long ago, there are many areas of renewal in language. modality is one such area, as the development of quasi-modals attests, e.g., fixing to, better in addition to ought to, be going to, got to, and so on. See, for instance, Cort and Denison (2005) and krug (2000) .
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